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n Flip the tile case up.
n The answer key will appear.
n The tile pattern should 
 match the answer key.

n Close the cover 
 of the tile case.

n Lift each tile to reveal 
 the image underneath.
n Transfer each tile 
 to its corresponding 
 image below.

n Open the book to Activity 1. 
n Put the empty tile case 
 over the book.
n The CHECKMARK will cover 
 the answer key.
n There are six squares 
 in the top section.
n Place each tile on the square
 that has the same icon.

GETTING READY TO USE QUICKCHECK
You need a book and a case with six tiles.

teacher Section

 how to use QuicKchecK math  
and tips for Success .......................................................25

learning connection Activity Suggestions
n Mathematical Process Expectations:  

Problem Solving, Selecting Tools  
and Computational Strategies and Representing ............26 
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